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sieger automated shading system
This new and innovative external facade shading system has been designed to allow for
seamless integration with the external cladding of any building. Several cladding finishes
are available to choose from to ensure this system meets specific design requirements.
The system is an ideal solution for projects where is it important to allow ease of passage
through the shading system. Even when open, the system can still provide shade from its
horizontal projection.

sightlines

visable profile width

28mm

depth

profile depth

60mm

installation depth

max size

per leaf

leaf weight

150mm

4000mm wide x
1500mm tall

100kg

cladding finishes

aluminium composite /
/ glass / ceramic /
louvre / and more

control options

wall mounted switch /
remote control

optional extras

built-in fly screen /
blackout

configurations
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The shutters can be configured in a
variety of ways including two leafs
sliding upwards, biparting vertically
and biparting with one leaf opening
down and two folding upwards.
Stainless steel alignment rollers line
either side of the shutters, ensuring
smooth sliding action.

The system can be fitted on existing
openings to provide shade across
large glazing elevations.
Specialist gaskets and nylon brush are
used to seal the system when closed.
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cladding materials
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The Sieger Automated Shading System seeks to enhance the aesthetic of the building whilst
providing the functional element of shading.
Several materials are available for this system enabling it to be manufactured completely
bespoke for each project.
A range of aesthetic can be achieved, whether the aim is to create a striking contrast
against the building or for the shutter facade to blend in seamlessly with its surroundings.

Picture above from left to right: fibre cement, HPL, aluminium composite, wood, glass,
ceramic, louvre, sheetmetal, expanded sheet metal.
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A Sieger ® Systems product will bring high quality European engineering to your project and
are the first choice for architects and designers all over the UK.
If you have any questions about how to specify this product for your project just speak to the
team who would be happy to assist.

SPEAK TO THE TEAM
If you are considering using a Sieger®
product on your project speak to the team
at your chosen IQ Group glazing company.
They will be able to advise you on the best
solution for your intended design, ensure
that all specification criteria are met and
advise you on any feasibility areas of the
installation you may not have considered.
GET A QUOTATION
We advise customers to get a quotation
for the installation. This allows all parties
to ensure that the preferred product and
design is within budget. If it is not we can
help you adjust the specification to reach
all performance, design and budgetary
requirements.
ADD US TO YOUR NBS SPECIFICATION
To assist you in specification we have
created individual NBS Specification sheets
for each Sieger® Systems product. These
easy to navigate documents contain all the
vital information needed for specification.
They are available for you to complete on
your own, alternatively you can ask your
sales representative to complete this on your
behalf.
PLACE THE ORDER
When ready you (or your client or the
builder) can then place the order for your
products with us. A full in house handover
will take place and your project will be
passed to the contracts team. The project

will be appointed a dedicated contracts
manager who will oversee the installation
process. The estimated lead time for
Sieger® products is 6-8 weeks but your
overall glazing lead time may be different
depending on the other glazing products
on your project and their lead times. Please
also allow 20 working days if your project
requires full glazing design drawings. This
will be confirmed on order.
WHERE CAN I SEE SIEGER PRODUCTS?
The Sieger® Systems range is available to
view at the Sky House Design Centre. Just
contact your sales representative who will be
happy to book you an appointment.
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EUROPEAN DESIGN
The Sieger® Architektursystem has been designed to the highest European standards to
ensure a highly engineered finish with the best performance.
Each aluminium framing profile is selected and engineered to offer a minimal and modern
finish, whilst maintaining robust performance and quality standards.
The technologically advanced thermal break system offers projects unparalleled levels of
thermal insulation in keeping with modern European design.

BRITISH MANUFACTURING
Every Sieger® Architektursystem products is manufactured and fabricated bespoke to each
project specification. Our state of the art fabrication site offers the latest technology in
modern aluminium fabrication, ensuring Sieger® Systems can offer efficient lead times and
exceptional quality.

MORE INFORMATION
For more information about the Sieger® Architektursystem please contact the team who will
be happy to help. Make sure you investigate our entire range to achieve a cohesive design
to all elements of your building project.
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